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Las Vegas Medical Store Introduces New Bathroom Safety Products for a
Stress-Free Shower Experience

Las Vegas Medical Store, a renowned supplier of non-surgical medical equipment and devices
in Las Vegas, recently added useful bathroom safety products to their inventory to offer their
customers a trouble-free shower experience.

LAS VEGAS (PRWEB) March 09, 2018 -- Las Vegas Medical Store has gained the reputation of one of the
leading suppliers of modern and useful medical equipment including machines and comfort and safety
products. From state-of-the-art wheelchairs and recliners to first aid supplies and orthopedic shoes for nurses,
all their products are highly rated among their customers. Recently their spokesperson told the media about a
new range of products to their inventory comprising of shower chairs, transfer benches, shower and commode
wheelchairs, and bath lifts.

These bathroom safety products are high in demand because of their usefulness and efficacy. Many patients are
in need of these products to experience a trouble-free shower experience especially after an accident or injury.
In addition to these, there are also specific products related to bath and shower, such as self-wipe toilet aids.
These are designed to help patients reach maximum level of personal hygiene despite their health status.

Most of these products are offered at quite reasonable prices, according to the spokesperson. Since a good
number of people are in need of such supplies, there is no need to raise their prices. Las Vegas Medical Store
strives to bring the best medical supplies to their customers at highly competitive pricing so that they wouldn’t
have to visit another store for anything they need to improve their quality of life.

The store keeps adding new stuff to their inventory in order to aid their customers maintain an optimum health
status. They also give out manuals and reports on how to get the most out of various supplies and machines to
make them last longer. Their customer services department is quite impressive comprising of friendly staff
always ready to help out the clients in time of need. Check out their official website for more information
regarding all kinds of medical supplies they offer.

About Las Vegas Medical Store

Las Vegas Medical Store is one of the leading medical equipment suppliers in Las Vegas offering state-of-the-
art and affordable supplies to their customers. Their products range from simple first aid boxes to walkers and
orthopedic comfort shoes for women as well as many other supplies including bathroom safety products and
wheelchairs. Their products are meant for elderly patients as well as people recovering from an accident or
injury. Check out their complete range of supplies to find a product that matches your requirements and budget.
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Contact Information
Arvin M
Las Vegas Medical Store
http://www.lasvegasmedicalstore.com
7028031365

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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